Three circuits for magnetic energy storage using a transfer capacitor and a superconducting switch are analyzed, and a set of equations arc derived which can be used for parameter studies of these circuits.
Time (msec) Fig. 3 . Current in the circuit elements as a function of time for a direct coupled magnetic energy storage system using a transfer capacitor. Circuit parameters are R -16fi, I-25 kA, L-L« 2 mH, C -400 uF. 
II. PARAMETERS FIXED BY THE PLASMA EXPERIMENT
As far as the magnetic energy storage system is concerned, the plasma experiment may be thought of as only a large multi-turn toroidal solenoid with a 28.6 in major radius and a 16 cm minor radius.
Other details such as the shock heating apparatus, vacuum system, stabilizing windings, etc., c&n be ignored. Risetime of the magnetic field in the experiment is designated by T and has a value of 1 msec. Peak field in the experiment coil is 60 kG.
The energy storage coil, is a second torus set next to the experiment and having a slightly different major radius so it does not intersect the experiment.
Both the experiment and storage coil are modularized for convenience of construction and maintenance, and to limit the voltage seen across the coil leads.
Since the experiment and storage coil, as well as the transformer secondary if there is one, have almost the sane major radius, the module length will be considered the same for all three coils. Calculations will be made for one of the modules, and because of the toroidal shape of the final configuration the long solenoid formulas for magnetic field and inductance can be safely used. Inductance of ,i long solenoid in henries is given by (1) where n is the total ntmber of turns in a coil module, r is the coil radius in cm, and i is the module length in cm. Using the radius of the compression coil this can be written as
Yt sin at),
-5 2 with Z -l»01
x 10 i!-cra/turn . Energy in joules stored in the magnetic field of a solenoid is given by •v*-
and where Tl = 1.15 x 10 J/cm.
III. DIRECT COUPLING OF STORAGE COIL AND EXPERIMENT

A. Currents in the Circuit Elements
The network equations for circuit (a) of Fig. 2 can be written as:
B. Times of Peak Voltage and Crowbar Application
The crowbar time is one of the known input parameters (T), and the crowbar is applied when i is a a maximim. Substitution of t = T in the expression di E for -jr-= 0 gives at (U)
For any practical energy storage system the damping which occurs before the crowbar is applied must be small, and this can be ensured by demanding ~ »1.
We define the quantity p by The dissipation Q_ will be IV % too large, but the efficiency will be correct through order p . Table I Then the roots are given by
G. Summary
The quantity I is the current Ja L at t = 0.
We define the parameters Qi and P by 
V.
A.
TRANSFORMER COUPLING OF STORAGE COIL AND EXFERI-MECT WITH A TRANSFER CAPACITOR ACROSS THE TRANS-FORMER PRIMARY
Circuit Parameters
The network equations for circuit (c) of Table III . The definitions of the input parameters arc the same in Table III as in Table II 
Inductance of L_ (H)
. x « 
Inductance of L_ and L_ and L_
Time (msec)
Total energy loss in R as a function of time for the circuit described in Fig. 6 .
VI. CCHPARISON OF THE THREE CIRCUITS
A. Economics
In the transformer coupled systems one extra cost item is, of course, the transformer secondary. 
